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Abstract For hydrocarbon fuels, detailed chemical kinetics typically involve a large
number of chemical species and reactions. In a high-fidelity combustion calculation, it
is essential, though challenging, to incorporate sufficiently detailed chemical kinetics
to enable reliable predictions of thermo-chemical quantities, especially for pollutants
such as NOx and CO. In this paper, we review the recent work on efficient imple-
mentation of chemistry at Cornell, specifically: the invariant constrained equilibrium-
edge pre-image curve dimension-reduction method for the reduced description of
reactive flows; the transport-chemistry coupling in the reduced description; the
computationally efficient operator-splitting schemes for reactive flows; and, recent
developments in the storage/retrieval algorithm in situ adaptive tabulation.

Keywords Turbulent combustion · Detailed chemistry · Dimension reduction ·
Operator-splitting · Transport-chemistry coupling · Storage/retrieval

1 Introduction

Today, the numerical simulation of combustion processes plays an important role in
the design and analysis of practical combustion devices such as internal combustion
engines, industrial burners and furnaces, and gas turbine combustors. Combustion
of hydrocarbon fuels is very complicated. A high-fidelity combustion model needs to
describe adequately all the physical processes involved such as turbulence and chemi-
cal reactions. One of the most challenging tasks is to resolve the highly nonlinear
turbulence-chemistry interaction, which requires the accurate descriptions of both
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the turbulent fluctuations and the combustion chemistry. The straightforward
approach to resolve the turbulence-chemistry interaction is direct numerical simu-
lation (DNS) [1, 2], in which the exact governing equations for mass, momentum,
energy and all the chemical species are solved. However, the computational require-
ments of DNS exceed by many orders of magnitude the capacity of present-day
computers for virtually all practical turbulent combustion applications. The compu-
tational challenges are caused by the large number of unknowns and the wide range
of temporal and spatial scales encountered in the governing equations. As a result,
numerous turbulent combustion models and efficient algorithms for combustion
chemistry have been developed in the past two decades to make the calculation of
turbulent combustion feasible without too much loss of accuracy [3–7]. In this article,
we focus on discussing the efficient implementation of chemistry in computational
combustion.

Detailed/realistic chemical kinetics is essential, though challenging, to be incor-
porated in computations in order to obtain reliable predictions of thermo-chemical
quantities, especially for pollutants such as NOx, CO and particulates. The computa-
tional challenge is due to the large number of chemical species and the wide range of
time scales involved in chemical kinetics. Detailed chemistry for hydrocarbon fuels
typically involves a large number of chemical species, which participate in tens to
thousands of elementary chemical reactions occurring simultaneously within a flow
field. In the past decade, substantial advances have been made in our abilities to sim-
ulate turbulent combustion. In computations of combustion, hydrocarbon chemistry
is being represented in more detail. It is currently feasible to perform calculations of
laboratory-scale nonpremixed piloted methane jet flames using the detailed GRI3.0
mechanism which involves 53 species [8–10]. Terascale DNS of three-dimensional,
turbulent, temporally-evolving plane CO/H2 jet flames are reported by Hawkes
et al. [11] in which a skeletal CO + H2 mechanism involving 11 species is used.
Yet for device-scale combustion processes or combustion of heavier hydrocarbon
fuels, the computational cost of directly using detailed chemical kinetics is still large
and usually prohibitive. For real and surrogate fuels, chemical mechanisms involving
1000 species or more are not uncommon in the description of the combustion.
For example, the detailed mechanism for the primary reference fuels (iso-Octane/
n-Heptane Mixtures) [12] contains 1034 species which participate in 4326 elementary
reactions.

These considerations motivate the well-recognized need for methodologies that
radically decrease the computational burden imposed by the direct use of detailed
chemical kinetics in reactive flow calculations. Currently, the following approaches
are particularly fruitful for the efficient implementation of combustion chemistry:

• Skeletal mechanisms. A skeletal mechanism is extracted from a large detailed
mechanism by the elimination of inconsequential species and reactions, such
that it is still accurate over a wide range of thermodynamical conditions. The
screening for redundant species and reactions can be achieved by methods such
as sensitivity analysis [6] and directed relation graphs [13, 14].

• Dimension reduction. This is based on the observation that all compositions
which occur in a typical reactive flow lie on (or close to) a low-dimensional
manifold in the full composition space. The objective of dimension reduction is
to reduce the number of variables required to describe the chemistry accurately.
Some existing methods are the quasi-steady state assumption (QSSA) [15, 16],
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rate-controlled constrained equilibrium (RCCE) [17, 18], computational singular
perturbation [19, 20], intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (ILDM) [21], trajectory-
generated low-dimensional manifolds [22], the Roussel and Fraser algorithm
[23], flamelet generated manifolds [24, 25], method of invariant manifolds [26],
the approximate slow invariant manifold approach [27], the zero derivative
principle method [28], reaction-diffusion manifolds [29], and the invariant
constrained equilibrium-edge pre-image curve (ICE-PIC) method [30].

• Storage/retrieval. The objective of storage/retrieval algorithms is to reduce the
number of expensive chemistry calculations. Several storage-based methods
have been developed in the past such as structured look-up tabulation [31],
repro-modelling [32], artificial neural networks (ANN) [33], in situ adaptive
tabulation (ISAT) [34], and piecewise reusable implementation of solution
mapping (PRISM) [35]. Among the existing methods, ISAT is currently partic-
ularly fruitful, and it has been widely used to incorporate reduced and detailed
chemistry in computations of combustion [8–10, 36–44].

• Adaptive chemistry [45]. Adaptive chemistry is based on the observation that
in different regions of a reactive flow field, different chemical species and
reactions are dominant. In a limited region of the flow field (correspondingly
in a small region in the composition space), the chemical activity can be
reproduced accurately by a small subset of the original reactions and species
in the detailed mechanism. Instead of solving the flow field with a detailed
mechanism appropriate for the full range of conditions that exist within the flow,
adaptive chemistry allows the chemistry to ‘adapt’ such that one solves only the
minimum required chemistry appropriate for that local area. In other words, the
adaptive chemistry approach replaces the detailed mechanism with a number of
locally-accurate skeletal mechanisms consisting of a minimum number of species
and reactions.

One thing worth mentioning is that the above strategies can be used in combination,
and the computational benefits of the combined usage is compounded. For example,
the probability density function (PDF) calculation of turbulent methane flames
performed in our group [38] have used a 19-species QSSA reduced mechanism,
implemented using ISAT. These two measures reduce the computational cost—
compared to the direct use of the detailed mechanism—by at least a factor of 1,000,
making feasible, in days of computer time, calculations which otherwise would have
taken years.

In this paper we review the recent work at Cornell in the areas of dimension
reduction (Section 2), coupling reduced chemistry to flow calculations (Section 3),
and storage/retrieval algorithms (Section 4). The techniques described are applicable
to a general combustion CFD –be it DNS, large-eddy simulation or a PDF method.

2 The ICE-PIC Method of Dimension Reduction

The ICE-PIC method of Ren et al. [30] is developed based on three major ingredi-
ents: constrained equilibrium [17, 18]; trajectory-generated manifolds [22]; and, the
pre-image curve method [46]. We now provide a brief description of the Invariant
Constrained-equilibrium Edge (ICE) manifold, and of the ICE-PIC method. Full
details are provided by Ren et al. [30].
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To illustrate the methodology, we consider a homogeneous, adiabatic, isobaric,
closed system, of fixed enthalpy h and pressure p. Thus the system at time t is fully
described by the species specific moles (mass fractions divided by the corresponding
species molecular weights), z(t) = {z1, z2, · · · , zns} of the ns chemical species. There
are ne elements, and the specific moles of the elements are given by ze = ETz, where
E is the ns × ne element matrix such that Ekj is the number of atoms of element j
in a molecule of species k. The system evolves according to the autonomous set of
ordinary differential equations

dz
dt

= S(z(t)), (1)

where S denotes the net rate of change due to chemical reactions. Since elements are
conserved, we have dze/dt = ETS = 0. We consider ze to be known — given by the
initial conditions.

In the reduced description, the system is described by nr reduced composition
variables r(t) = {r1, r2, · · · , rnr }, which are taken to be the specific moles of the ne

elements ze and (nr − ne) user-specified variables which can be taken to be the
specific moles of (nr − ne) user-specified “represented” species. But more generally,
linearly-independent combinations of species can be used. In general, the reduced
composition r can be expressed as

r = BTz, (2)

where B is a specified constant ns × nr matrix. For example, if a component of r
is a specified “major” species, then the corresponding column of B is a unit vector
consisting of a single entry (unity) in the row corresponding to the major species.

In the full composition space, realizable values of z are constrained by the
requirements that the specific moles be non-negative (zi ≥ 0) and that the specific
moles of elements be equal to ze (or, equivalently, ETz = ze). Correspondingly,
realizable values of the reduced compositions r are also confined to the “reduced
realizable region”, denoted by B+, which is a convex polytope.

Most dimension-reduction approaches either explicitly or implicitly define (in
the ns-dimensional space of full compositions) an nr-dimensional manifold, para-
meterized by the nr reduced variables r. Thus there is a function zM(r) giving the
full compositions on this manifold corresponding to each reduced representation r
in B+. The ICE manifold is defined as follows. For every reduced composition r
on the boundary ∂B+ of B+, zICE(r) is defined to be the constrained equilibrium
composition zCE(r). That is, of all compositions z satisfying BTz = r (for the given
r in ∂B+), zCE(r) is the unique composition of maximum entropy. This defines the
constrained-equilibrium edge of the ICE manifold. The interior of the ICE manifold
is then generated simply by following the reaction trajectories (i.e., solutions to
Eq. 1) from every point on the constrained-equilibrium edge. Thus, by construction,
being composed of reaction trajectories, the ICE manifold is invariant. Moreover
the ICE manifold is continuous and piecewise smooth. With a reasonable choice
of represented species (e.g., including major reactants, products, and important
radicals), the manifold is not folded, and hence is given by a graph of a function of the
reduced variables, i.e., zICE(r). In other words, there is a unique ICE manifold point
zICE corresponding to every value of r in B+. At the current stage, the dimensionality
nr of the ICE manifold is specified manually. Then accuracy tests can be performed
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to determine whether or not the specified dimensionality is suitable for particular
reactive flows.

The above description implicitly yields a method by which the whole ICE manifold
can be generated. However, to implement dimension-reduction strategies efficiently,
it is necessary to have a local means of “species reconstruction”, that is, a method
of determining zM(r) for a specified value of r. As described in Ren et al. [30], the
ICE-PIC method achieves this local species reconstruction based on the constrained-
equilibrium pre-image curve. In comparison to other existing methods such as
QSSA, RCCE and ILDM, this method is the first approach that locally determines
compositions on a low-dimensional invariant manifold. Because it is local, the ICE-
PIC method can readily be applied to high-dimensional systems.

From the species reconstruction perspective, the accuracy of the ICE-PIC method
has been examined in autoignition and in one-dimensional laminar flames of hydro-
gen/air and methane/air mixtures [30, 47]. Those studies demonstrate that the local
errors incurred by ICE-PIC, i.e., the errors in the reconstructed composition or the
rate-of-change vector, are well controlled. For example, Fig. 1 shows the normalized
errors in the reconstructed composition and the rate-of-change for three different
methods. It is readily observed that the ICE-PIC method yields errors typically 2
or 3 orders of magnitude smaller than those incurred by the corresponding RCCE
method. With 7 degrees of freedom, the ICE-PIC method yields comparably accurate
results with ARM1, which has 12 degree of freedom. Those studies also demonstrate
that while the existence of the reconstructed composition is guaranteed by RCCE
and ICE-PIC, there is no such guarantee with ILDM. The ILDM may not exist in
low-temperature region.

The capability of the ICE-PIC method for the reduced description of reactive
flows is recently demonstrated in the calculations of the oxidation of CO and H2

in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) [48]. The system exhibits complex
dynamics such as oscillatory ignition, which are particularly challenging for the
reduced description by dimension-reduction methods. In the reduced description, a
set of governing equations for the reduced compositions is solved, with the ICE-PIC
method being used to perform species reconstruction and to evaluate the rate-of-
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Fig. 1 Normalized species reconstruction errors as functions of temperature for the autoignition of
stoichiometric CH4/air at 1 atm. QSSA(12) denotes the ARM1 QSSA method in which there are
12 degrees of freedom; ICE-PIC and RCCE have the same reduced representation with 7 degrees of
freedom. The detailed mechanism involves 31 species, i.e., 31 degrees of freedom
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Fig. 2 Comparison at different ambient temperatures Ta with P = 25 Torr between the full
description (solid lines) and the reduced description (dashed lines) of the complex dynamics exhibited
by the reaction of a CO/H2/O2 mixture in an isobaric CSTR. The full description incorporates
the full set of 11 chemical species. The reduced description is provided by the ICE-PIC method with
H2, O2, CO, H, and O being the represented species

change of the reduced compositions whenever necessary. It is shown that the reduced
description provided by the ICE-PIC method (with 5 degrees of freedom) is capable
of quantitatively reproducing the complex dynamics exhibited in a CSTR (described
by an 11-species detailed mechanism). Figure 2 shows the predicted temperature
profiles by the ICE-PIC method with five represented species at different ambient
temperatures Ta. As may be seen from the figure, the reduced description success-
fully reproduces the dynamics in the regions of steady slow reaction, oscillatory
ignition, and steady ignited state.

3 The Use of Reduced Chemistry in Computations of Reacting Flows

3.1 Splitting schemes

Much of the computational cost in combustion calculations with detailed or reduced
chemistry is associated with the evaluation of chemistry. One effective computational
approach to alleviate the problem of large demands on computational time on chem-
istry evaluation is operator splitting, wherein the portions of the governing equations
containing chemical reaction terms are separated from other parts such as transport
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terms. For the reaction sub-steps, efficient solutions can be obtained by using the
storage/retrieval method ISAT [34] by taking advantage of unique characteristics of
the underlying system of equations. ISAT has been used beneficially in conjunction
with operator-splitting schemes. All of the PDF calculations from the Cornell group
(e.g., [8, 9, 36–38]) used operator-splitting in the context of PDF calculations of
turbulent reacting flows. The calculations showed that an operator-split formulation
coupled with ISAT can speed-up PDF calculations by a factor of 100-1000 over the
use of direct evaluation of chemistry.

Recently operator-splitting schemes combined with ISAT for unsteady reactive
flow calculations with detailed chemistry are developed by Singer and Pope [41, 42].
The application of ISAT to unsteady reactive flows (e.g., unsteady laminar flames)
is challenging because of the strong coupling between reaction and diffusion and
because of the evolving flow. The splitting schemes are based on the Strang splitting
technique [49] wherein the chemical reactions are separated from convection and
diffusion. As demonstrated, the schemes achieve second-order accuracy in space
through the use of centered-finite differences; second-order accuracy in time is
achieved through Strang splitting. The reaction sub-steps are computed using ISAT.
The schemes have been applied to both one- and two-dimensional premixed laminar
flames. As demonstrated, when the ISAT-based splitting scheme is applied to a one-
dimensional methane-air flame using detailed chemical kinetics (i.e., GRI3.0), an
overall speed-up factor of approximately 7.5 is achieved after the ISAT table has
been constructed and populated.

In the reduced description of a reacting flow, the system is described in terms of nr

reduced composition variables r for which the evolution equations can be in general
written as

∂r
∂t

= Sr(r, w(r)) + M(r, w(r)), (3)

where: Sr (of dimension nr) denotes the rate-of-change of the reduced variables
due to chemical reactions; and M (of dimension nr) denotes the rate-of-change of
the reduced variables due to transport processes such as convection and molecular
diffusion . The variables w (of dimension nw), which are known functions of r, are
called secondary variables, which are the concentrations of unrepresented species
or other derived quantities. As indicated in Eq. 3, in the reduced description,
the secondary variables w, which are functions of r, are needed for evaluating
the reaction term and transport term in the governing equations. In the reduced
description provided by different dimension-reduction methods such as the QSSA
method [15], the RCCE method [17], and the ICE-PIC method [47], the evaluation
of w(r) is computationally expensive.

In [50], Ren and Pope developed computationally-efficient splitting schemes
for solving the above class of reaction-transport problems. The schemes separate
chemical reaction terms from transport terms. Two classes of splitting schemes are
introduced: one is based on the Strang splitting technique, and the other is based
on staggered time steps. For each time step �t, schemes based on Strang splitting
require two reaction sub-steps of length �t/2 and one transport sub-step of length
�t. Schemes based on staggered time steps require a single reaction fractional step
of length �t and a single transport sub-step of length �t. For the reaction sub-
steps, efficient solutions can be obtained using ISAT. The computationally efficient
solution to the transport sub-step is achieved through predictor-corrector methods
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Fig. 3 Demonstration of the accuracy of different splitting schemes for the reduced description
of the extended Davis-Skodjie model system [51, 52]. The governing equations are dr1/dt =
−r1u exp(−r2) + (rin

1 − r1)/tres and dr2/dt = 0 + (rin
2 − r2)/tres + r1u2, with r ≡ [r1; r2] being the pri-

mary variables, u (a function of r) being the secondary variable, tres being the specified residence
time, and rin being the specified inflow condition. The first terms on the right-hand side of the
equations represent reaction and the second terms on the right-hand side represent transport (i.e.,
inflow/outflow). This model is an abstraction of the reduced description of the Davis-Skodjie reactive
model in a CSTR. In this model, r1 and u correspond to chemical species, and r2 corresponds to
temperature. The secondary variable u is related to the primary variables through the function
u = r1/(1 + r1), which is assumed to be computationally expensive to evaluate for the purpose of
demonstration of different splitting schemes in a simple model problem. The residence time is taken
to be tres = 2, the inflow conditions are rin = [1; 1], and the initial conditions are r = [1; 1]. Figure
shows the numerical errors of the Strang scheme, modified Strang schemes (Strange-PC1, Strang-
PC2, Strang-Lin) and a Staggered scheme (Staggered-PC1) against the time step. Also shown is the
dashed line of slope 2 corresponding to second-order accuracy (εmax(�t) ∼ �t2)

or linearization. As demonstrated in the test problems, the proposed splitting
schemes, which yield the efficient solution to transport sub-step, achieve second-
order accuracy. For example, Fig. 3 shows the numerical errors of the proposed
splitting schemes against the time step when applied for the reduced description of
the extended Davis-Skodjie model system [51, 52]. As shown in the plot, for the
proposed splitting schemes, over a wide range of �t, the error decreases with �t,
essentially as �t2, thus illustrating their second-order accuracy in time.

3.2 Transport-chemistry coupling

Most of the existing dimension reduction methods, such as QSSA, ILDM, RCCE
and ICE-PIC, are developed based on spatially homogeneous systems absent of
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transport processes such as convection and molecular diffusion. The corresponding
low-dimensional manifold, referred to as “chemistry-based”, is identified solely
based on chemical kinetics. The use of these chemistry-based manifolds to describe
inhomogeneous reactive flows is complicated by the transport processes present and
the resulting transport-chemistry coupling.

For general combustion processes, chemical kinetics have a much wider range of
time scales than those of transport processes. Previous studies [52–58] show that due
to the fast chemical time scales, the compositions are not exactly on, but are close to
chemistry-based slow manifolds. The full compositions can be expressed as

z(x, t) = zM(r(x, t)) + δz(x, t), (4)

where δz(x, t) is the departure from the manifold, which is defined to be in the
unrepresented subspace, i.e.,

δz = Uδu, (5)

with U being a constant ns × nu matrix with orthonormal columns spanning the
unrepresented subspace and

δu = UT [
z(x, t) − zM(r(x, t))

]
. (6)

The following factors may cause the compositions to depart from the manifold:
the manifold not being invariant; the transport processes such as molecular diffu-
sion; and, initial and boundary compositions not lying on the manifold. Even if
the composition perturbations off the chemistry-based manifold are “small”, these
seemingly “small” perturbations introduce three terms in the governing equations for
the reduced compositions, which in general are of leading order. The effect of initial
and boundary conditions on the reduced description has been studied in Ref. [58]. In
this paper, we provide an overview the “close-parallel” approach of Ren et al. [47] to
quantify the non-invariance effect and the transport effect on the compositions and
the reduced description. Full details are provided in [47, 52, 59].

To demonstrate the coupling between reduced chemistry and transport, we con-
sider an inhomogeneous reactive flow, where the pressure p and enthalpy h are taken
to be constant and uniform (although the extension to variable pressure and enthalpy
is straightforward). The system at time t is then fully described by the full composition
z(x, t), which varies both in space, x, and time, t. The full composition z is taken to be
the specific species moles. The system evolves according to the set of ns PDEs

∂

∂t
z(x, t) + vi

∂z
∂xi

= D{z(x, t)} + S(z(x, t)), (7)

where S denotes the rate-of-change of the full composition due to chemical reactions.
The spatial transport includes the convective contribution (vi∂z/∂xi, where v(x, t) is
the velocity field) and the diffusive contribution (D). In calculations of reactive flows,
one simplified model widely used for diffusion is

D{z} = 1

ρ
∇ · (ρ�∇z), (8)

where ρ is the mixture density, and � is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal com-
ponents �1, �2, · · · , �ns being the mixture-averaged species diffusivities, which are
usually functions of z.
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In the reduced description, the reactive system is described in terms of a smaller
number nr of reduced composition variables r. The exact evolution equation for
r(x, t) is obtained by pre-multiplying Eq. 7 with the matrix BT to yield

∂r
∂t

+ vi
∂r
∂xi

= BTD{z} + BTS(z). (9)

In the reduced description, the task is to express the right-hand side of Eq. 9
(BTD{z} + BTS(z)) as a function of r. The most straightforward approach, denoted
as the “first approximation” in Ref. [47], is to completely neglect the departures δz
and assume that the compositions in the reactive flow lie on the chemistry-based
manifold, i.e.,

z(x, t) = zM(r(x, t)). (10)

Hence the evolution equation for the reduced composition variables according to the
“first approximation” is

∂r
∂t

+ vi
∂r
∂xi

= BTD{zM(r)} + BTS(zM(r)). (11)

As shown in Fig. 4, even for a simple model problem, by neglecting the transport
effect in the reduced description, “first approximation” gives a qualitatively inaccu-
rate evolution of the reduced composition compared with the full model

In the “close-parallel” approach, the compositions are assumed to lie on a low-
dimensional manifold which is close to and parallel to the chemistry-based manifold.
In other word, in the inhomogeneous flow, the full system evolves on a manifold
which is close to and parallel to the chemistry-based manifold employed. By
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substituting z(x, t) = zM(r(x, t)) + δz(x, t) and δz = Uδu into Eq. 9, with the “close-
parallel” assumption, we obtain

∂r
∂t

+ vi
∂r
∂xi

= BTD{zM(r)} + BTS(zM(r)) + BTJUδu, (12)

where Jij ≡ ∂Si/∂z j|z=zM is the Jacobian matrix. The last term in Eq. 12 is not
negligible because small perturbations off the manifold may result in significant
changes in the reaction rate due to fast processes in the chemical kinetics. As shown
in Refs. [47, 52], with the close-parallel assumption, by considering the balance
equation in the normal subspace of the manifold, the perturbation δz (=Uδu) is
obtained as

δu = − (
NTJ(zM)U

)−1 [
NTD{zM} + NTS(zM)

]
, (13)

where N is an ns × (ns − nr) matrix with orthonormal columns spanning the normal
subspace. As may be seen from Eq. 13, the compositions in the inhomogeneous
reactive flows are pulled off the slow manifold due to the molecular diffusion and
the non-invariance of the manifold.

Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 12, we have the evolution equations for the reduced
composition variable r

∂r
∂t

+ vi
∂r
∂xi

= BTD{zM(r)} + BTS(zM(r)) + HTS(zM) + HTD{zM} (14)

where HT ≡ −BTJU
(
NTJU

)−1
NT is an nr × ns matrix. Compared to the “first ap-

proximation” (Eq. 11), there are two extra terms that arise, respectively, from the
non-invariance effect and transport-chemistry coupling. If the manifold is invariant,
then S lies in the tangent subspace, and hence NTS is zero, and so HTS is also zero.
Thus, as indicated by its name, the “non-invariance effect” HTS arises (for non-
invariant manifolds) from S not being exactly in the tangent subspace (i.e., from NTS
being non-zero).

Equation 14 can be explored further to show explicitly the dissipation-curvature
effect and differential diffusion effect on the reduced description of reactive flows.
We consider the decomposition of the diagonal diffusivity matrix � as

� = �̄I + δ�, (15)

where �̄ is a reference diffusivity, chosen to make δ� small in some sense. A natural
choice of �̄ is the species-weighted diffusivity ‖ �zM ‖ / ‖ zM ‖. Substituting Eqs. 8
and 15 into 14, we obtain (after some manipulation)

∂r
∂t

+ vi
∂r
∂xi

= BTD{zM(r)} + BTS(zM(r))

+ HTS(zM) + HT ∂2zM

∂r j∂rk

(
�̄

∂r j

∂xi

∂rk

∂xi

)
+ HT 1

ρ
∇ · (ρδ�∇zM), (16)

where H provides the coupling information between the reduced composition and
chemistry. Hence in general reactive flows, the transport processes introduce two
usually non-trivial coupling terms in the reduced composition evolution equation:
one is due to the combination of scalar dissipation and manifold curvature, the other
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is due to differential diffusion. These two terms represent the transport-chemistry
coupling.

In short, in an inhomogeneous reactive flow, three different mechanisms pull com-
positions off the chemistry-based slow manifold: “non-invariance”, “dissipation-
curvature” and “differential diffusion”. Correspondingly, these three perturbations
introduce three usually non-trivial terms in the evolution equation of the reduced
composition variables. Hence the “first approximation”, which simply neglects these
“small” perturbations (and therefore neglects the usually non-trivial terms in the
evolution equation of the reduced composition variable) is in general inaccurate.
In general, in the reduced description, the transport-chemistry coupling has to
be appropriately accounted for by using an approach such as the “close-parallel”
approach. As shown in Fig. 4, by incorporating the transport-chemistry coupling in
this way, the accuracy of the reduced description can be substantially improved.

4 Storage/Retrieval Algorithms

All of the PDF calculations from the Cornell group (e.g., [9]) use in situ adaptive
tabulation [34] to implement the combustion chemistry. ISAT is also used in the
transported PDF method implemented in Fluent which has been used by Gordon
et al. [43, 44] among others.

Since its original development in the mid 1990s, the ISAT algorithm has been
improved in terms of accuracy, efficiency and parallel implementation [39, 40]. Here
we describe the improvement brought about by the incorporation of error checking
and correction (ECC), which is an idea due to Panda (private communication).

Briefly stated, ISAT is used to tabulate a function f(x), where f and x are vectors
of length n f and nx respectively. In its simplest implementation in PDF methods, x is
the composition of a particle prior to the reaction sub-step, and f is the composition
after the sub-step. Thus nx and n f are both of order the number of species. On the
q-th “query”, given x(q), ISAT returns f(q) which is an approximation to f(x(q)). There
is a tabulation error involved ε(q) = |f(q) − f(x(q))| which is controlled by a specified
error tolerance εtol . The error incurred on the many queries has a distribution, which
is characterized by the 90th percentile error, ε0.9. Thus, by definition for 90% of the
queries, ε(q) is less than ε0.9 For a given implementation of ISAT and for a given test
case, ε0.9 varies (almost) linearly with εtol : but the ratio ε0.9/εtol can be affected by the
particulars of the implementation.

The ECC augmentation to the ISAT algorithm produces a significant decrease
in ε0.9/εtol at a modest computational cost. On randomly selected queries, q, the
exact value f(x(q)) is evaluated (in addition to obtaining the approximate value f(q)

from ISAT) so that the error ε(q) can be measured. This is an expensive process,
and the frequency of performing these operations is controlled so that the CPU time
consumed is a specified fraction ζ of the total. If ε(q) is less than εtol , the query is
deemed to be accurate and no further action is taken. But if ε(q) exceeds εtol , the
“ellipsoid of accuracy” (EOA) used to obtain f(q) is shrunk to include x(q). (See
Pope [34] for an explanation of EOA, and related concepts.) This process not only
eliminates the error on the query in question, but it prevents (or at least decreases
the chances of) inaccurate approximations on subsequent queries with similar values
of x(q).
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Fig. 5 CPU time (μs) per
query against 90% error for
partially stirred tank reactor
test of ISAT with ECC. Error
tolerance εtol = 1 × 10−4

(green), 2 × 10−4 (blue),
3 × 10−4 (red) ; the numbers 0,
0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 indicate
the value of ζ controlling the
amount of ECC performed

Figure 5 shows results demonstrating the performance of ISAT with ECC. The
results come from a partially stirred tank reactor test case of non-premixed combus-
tion, using a 16-species skeletal mechanism, 100 particles, 106 time steps, resulting
in 108 queries. There are 18 separate tests corresponding to all combinations of
εtol = 1 × 10−4, 2 × 10−4, 3 × 10−4 and ζ = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. For ε = 3 × 10−4

and ζ = 0, the incurred error ε0.9 is a little less than 10−3. Increasing ζ from 0 to 0.01
results in more than halving ε0.9 with a negligible CPU penalty. As ζ is increased, ε0.9

decreases, but the CPU time increases. The optimal value of ζ is around 0.1. With
this value, the CPU time required to achieve a given value of ε0.9 is about halved
(compared to using ζ = 0).

In addition to demonstrating the effectiveness of ECC, these results highlight
the fact that comparison of the computational performance of different tabulation
methodologies must take account of the level of tabulation error incurred. Perfor-
mance is best compared for a fixed level of tabulation error.

5 Conclusions

In a large-scale calculation of combustion processes burning complex hydrocarbon
fuels, efficient implementation of chemistry is a necessity to make the computation
affordable. In this paper we review the recent work at Cornell in the areas of dimen-
sion reduction, coupling reduced chemistry to flow calculations, and storage/retrieval
algorithms.

The recently developed ICE-PIC dimension-reduction method [30] for the re-
duced description of reactive flows is based on three major ingredients: constrained
equilibrium; trajectory-generated manifolds; and, the pre-image curve method. The
low-dimensional manifold identified, the ICE manifold, is invariant, continuous and
piecewise smooth. With a reasonable choice of represented species, the manifold is
not folded. The ICE-PIC method achieves local species reconstruction based on the
constrained-equilibrium pre-image curve. Hence it can readily be applied to high-
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dimensional systems. In comparison to other existing methods such as QSSA, RCCE
and ILDM, this method is the first approach that locally determines compositions on
a low-dimensional invariant manifold.

The accuracy of the ICE-PIC method has been examined in autoignition and in
one-dimensional laminar flames of hydrogen/air and methane/air mixtures [30, 47].
Those studies demonstrate that the local errors incurred by ICE-PIC (e.g., the
errors in the reconstructed composition) are well controlled. The capability of the
ICE-PIC method for the reduced description of reactive flows is demonstrated
through the calculation of the oxidation of CO/H2 in a CSTR. It is shown that the
reduced description provided by the ICE-PIC method is capable of quantitatively
reproducing the complex dynamics.

One effective computational approach to alleviate the computational time on
chemistry evaluation is operator splitting wherein chemical reaction is separated
from transport processes. By doing so, for the reaction sub-steps, efficient solutions
can be obtained by using ISAT. Recently operator-splitting schemes combined with
ISAT for unsteady reactive flow calculations with detailed chemistry are developed
by Singer and Pope [41, 42]. The scheme achieves second-order accuracy in space
through the use of centered-finite differences; and second-order accuracy in time is
achieved through Strang splitting. The schemes have been applied to both one- and
two-dimensional premixed laminar flames.

In [50], Ren and Pope developed computationally efficient splitting schemes
for the reduced description of reacting flows. Two classes of splitting schemes are
introduced: one is based on the Strang splitting technique, and the other is based
on staggered time steps. For each time step �t, schemes based on Strang splitting
require two reaction sub-steps of length �t/2 and one transport sub-step of length
�t. Schemes based on staggered time steps require a single reaction fractional step
of length �t and a single transport sub-step of length �t. For the reaction sub-
steps, efficient solutions can be obtained using ISAT. The computationally-efficient
solution of the transport sub-step is achieved through predictor-corrector methods
or linearization. As demonstrated in the test problems, the splitting schemes, which
yield efficient solutions to the transport sub-step, achieve second-order accuracy.

The use of chemistry-based manifolds to describe inhomogeneous reactive flows
is complicated by the transport processes present. Three different mechanisms “non-
invariance”, “dissipation-curvature” and “differential diffusion” pull compositions
off the chemistry-based manifold. The corresponding perturbations introduce three
usually non-trivial terms, referred to as transport-chemistry coupling, in the evolu-
tion equation of the reduced composition variables. The “first approximation”, which
simply neglects the perturbations and therefore neglects the transport-chemistry
coupling in the evolution equation of the reduced composition variables, is in general
inaccurate. It is shown that the transport-chemistry coupling can be accurately
accounted for by the “close-parallel” approach, which assumes that the compositions
lie on a low-dimensional manifold which is close to and parallel to the chemistry-
based slow manifold.

The storage/retrieval algorithm ISAT has been widely used to incorporate the
reduced/detailed chemical mechanism in the calculation of turbulent combustion. In
this paper, the ECC augmentation to the ISAT algorithm is discussed. It is shown
that the ECC augmentation produces a significant decrease in the incurred tabulation
error at a modest computational cost. Using the optimal amount of ECC, the CPU
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time required to achieve a given level of accuracy is about halved (compared to not
using ECC).

The ongoing work includes a computationally-efficient implementation of
ICE-PIC with ISAT for application to the simulation and modelling of turbulent
combustion.
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